DATA SHEET C4 PRO

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
If you accept nothing but the best, you will appreciate the new SCHUBERTH C4 PRO. The newest member of SCHUBERTH’s modular family redefines standards. Besides optimized hardware to complement the SCHUBERTH communication systems, its newly developed inner lining offers even more comfort at an outstandingly low noise level. Experience SCHUBERTH quality that is met with modern designs and eye-catching graphics.

- Standards re-defined: an optimized fitting and acoustic concept make the C4 PRO the quietest and most comfortable helmet that SCHUBERTH has ever built.
- As easy as it gets: the Pinlock® three component pin enables riders to easily mount and adjust the Pinlock® anti-fog lens.
- Plug & play: equipped to accommodate the communication systems SC2, SC1 Advanced and SC1 Standard.

COLORS AND GRAPHICS
- 5 solid colors
- 9 graphics

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE
- Solid colors $699
- Graphics $799

HELMET SIZES
XS (53) – S (55) – M (57) – L (59) – XL (61) – XXL (63) – XXXL (65)

WEIGHT
Starting at 3.92 lbs.

HELMET SHELL
- Directly processed glass fiber (SCHUBERTH Direct Fiber Processing) combined with a special resin is compressed in a vacuum at high pressure to form an exceptionally sturdy yet uniquely light helmet shell.
- Carefully crafted in our proprietary wind tunnel, aerodynamically optimized for high speed stability without buffeting.

INNER SHELL
- Multipath channels in the EPS liner allow for an excellent ventilation throughout the helmet.
- The complex segmentation of our specially optimized EPS foam liner ensures optimal shock absorption to keep your head protected.

FEATURES
- High-quality interior with seamless head pad ensures perfect fit and outstanding wearing comfort.
- Removable and washable inner lining; allergen-free and anti-bacterial (Oeko-Tex 100 certified).
- Extra-large face shield with first class optics provide visibility without any distortion.
- Easy change mechanism for a quick and simple face shield replacement without the use of tools.
- Preinstalled Pinlock® lens prevents shield from fogging.
- Integrated flip-down sun visor.
- Patented Anti-Roll-Off System (A.R.O.S.) to ensures that helmet is kept in place.
- 2 helmet shell sizes for optimal fit with excellent protection.
- Reflective elements make riding even safer.